Ruby master - Bug #1603
TestOpen3 failure (windows)
06/11/2009 10:38 PM - rogerdpack (Roger Pack)

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
Target version: 2.0.0
ruby -v: p129 mingw
Backport: 

Description
=begin
92) Failure:
test_commandline(TestOpen3) [c:/dev/downloads/ruby_trunk/test/test_open3.rb:64]:
"<quux"> expected but was
"".
=end

Associated revisions
Revision fb9e83685733715d0f55d7b9cc83d1eebf5eeaa78 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@27548 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision fb9e8368 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603
git-svn-id: svn+ssh://ci.ruby-lang.org/ruby/trunk@27548 b2dd03c8-39d4-4d8f-98ff-823fe69b080e

Revision 27548 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603

Revision 27548 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603
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- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603

Revision 27548 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603

Revision 27548 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603

Revision 27548 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603

Revision 27548 - 04/29/2010 10:51 AM - wanabe (___ wanabe)

- test/test_open3.rb (test_commandline): skip the test with Shellwords on Windows. see #1603

History
#1 - 07/13/2009 11:08 PM - yugui (Yuki Sonoda)
- Assignee set to nobu (Nobuyoshi Nakada)
Because Shellwords doesn't support Windows, Nobu said. Supporting Windows is ideal. But now in the feature-freeze phase. I'll change the test, skip on Windows (mswin/mingw). A test-case without Shellwords is welcome.

This issue was solved with changeset r27549. Roger, thank you for reporting this issue. Your contribution to Ruby is greatly appreciated. May Ruby be with you.